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About This Game

You continue your journey in worlds of Abandoned. Welcome to the Forest, the sacral place in the Ordered.

Solve puzzles, find items and find a way to use them. Try to reach your brother and have fun.

If you haven't played Through Abandoned orginal yet:
Bundle with both parts: http://store.steampowered.com/bundle/1219/
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Title: Through Abandoned: The Forest
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Igor Krutov
Publisher:
Kiss Publishing Ltd
Franchise:
Through Abandoned
Release Date: 9 Aug, 2016
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows 7 or latest

Processor: 2.33 Ghz or faster x86-compatible processor, or Intel Atom 1.6 Ghz or faster processor for netbook classes devices

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Will work on integrated videocard

Storage: 750 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Portuguese,Russian,Sim
plified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chinese,Turkish,Ukrainian,Vietnamese
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totally destroyed my controller playing this 10/10 would do it again. A competent game with fun challenges, although as a fair
warning, there are several places during normal gameplay where the difficulty spikes until you've spent some time grinding..
nettes einfaches game für zwischendurch mit der coolen mucke spielt es sich
gleich geiler,son cop wäre ich gerne wie in der englishen version leider ist auch
diese stark zenziert,was haken#kreuze,hitl#er paints betrifft.. The ALP-46 is a great piece of equipment to operate, but from a
standing point of its price tag, it needs improvement.

The model quality is a step down from the Bombardier ALP-45DP included with the North Jersey Coast Line; some of its
dimensions don't feel right, especially the K5LA horn model and cab shape.

The ATC\/ACSES cab signalling works perfectly fine, but I'm no fan of the display screen found in the ALP-46. The inclusion
of an ALP-46A would be grateful of DTG as it features an easier to understand SDU (speed display unit) identical to that of the
ALP-45DP. I am a resident of the North Jersey Coast Line and I see ALP-46As very regularly, so why not include an
ALP-46A?

The default sounds are not at all great, but there is an excellent freeware sound and physics pack from Fan Railer that is a must
have if you own this DLC.

I would boost the score if there was an additional ALP-46A (higher power output, speedometer like ALP-45DP) variant and
Multilevel coaches included with the pack. $20 for a single locomotive and recycled equipment is just a disgrace.

EDIT: The Multilevel coaches were a much needed freebie for the pack. The models are probably one of DTG's best, which
includes three, yes THREE variants of the MLV! In additional to the usual cab car and coach there is also a lavatory coach
(72XX) that is listed as "special" in the consist editor or world editor. Disappointingly the original sounds are aliased to the
Comet V sounds, so it is best to download Fan Railer's ALP-46 physics mod that will provide authentic door sounds for the
MLVs and Comet coaches.

Overall I can give the NJT ALP-46 pack a final score of 7\/10. As of the release of the Multilevels I have boosted the score to
be 8.5\/10.. This Game Is Outdated.
If you have only just discovered this game be aware that you'll probably be playing alone or with one or two other players. This
game once had hype unforunetly- due to the lack of updates etc. - it no longer sustains players like it used to back in 2012-2014.
This game could do with a reboot although I dont this that happening anytime soon. This game is good fun, or was, so just keep
in mind if you are planning to get this game: bring alot of friends.... Beutiful scenery, but needs a monster computer to run
above 30 fps. Koln area is amazing and the rhine is beautiful. Good trains, but the shunting scenario\/s are badly made
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(confusing and highly uninformative)
8-9\/10. Pretty cool sim, got it on sale.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CYxWkQ_NyM. Truly, the only person who can save the world is a random person
assigned busy work of increassing absurdity that eventually leads to them having two random gems they rub together in a
random room in some other dimension, which of course causes evil to finally be defeated.

Because chosen one.
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This is a great game with so much potential to grow.. This game is super repetitive and simply a game to play when you are
super bored and have nothing else to do. Because this isn't a serious game, I will make the review brief.

This game has no real goal, other than getting further and scoring more points. The movement is actually a bit awkward, but you
get used to it. It is kind of like flappy bird, and there is nothing memorable about this game at all. On the positive side, it is
super cheap and has steam trading cards.

Rating: 6.9/10
Recommend Price: $0.49 or under. Good enough game, good music and its quite simple to play. I like the little things that you
can add, like change the colour of the paddle. I recommend this game because of its uniqueness. This game gets a rating. B-

FYI - THIS COMPANY DOES NOT WANT ANY VIDEOS OF THERE GAME POSTED PLEASE. I really really love this
game! Good music, pretty backgrounds, and easy controls. It's something you can play for 10-15 minutes and de-stress. Super
great, and I can't wait to see more backgrounds and music come out. What I noticed at the beginning was that the interface was
blurry for me, but I went into options and cranked the resolution to the max and now it looks nice and crisp. I had trouble
knowing what was good and what was going to kill me, but figured it out after a few failures. It would be nice if the bad stuff
was a little more obvious, and the powerups were explained too. I still don't know what all the powerups do, but will learn with
experience. I'd recommend this game. It's super. It's easy. It's fun.. For it's price, I'm not complaining. I like these FLIR Helo
Shooters. Does seem a bit unbalanced, but I suppose that is a cheap way to keep it challenging. Really like that you can control
the helo on approach, but do not like the way autopilot is nowhere near combat oriented after switching to the gunner
controls...if the helo would only just continue on without shifting routes after switching to the gunner camera, I could get a
whole lot more playthru. As is the game becomes played-out rather fast.. I only had to play this game for 30 minutes to know
that this is the worst VR game I've ever played.

Right off the bat, it just throws you onto a tiny island telling you only how to pick things up, show your stats, and move around.
It only tells you what you're supposed to do when you're 2 feet away from where you're supposed to do it, and even then, it
doesn't even tell you how to do it.

Also, what is up with the physics in this game? whacking herbs with a paddle makes ropes come out, rocks and sticks are made
of styrofoam, and water just defies all logic.

This game is barely complete enough to be considered early access let alone a full game. Don't purchase this game in its current
state.. PURE AWESOMENESS! Controls are a bit tricky but once you master the controls, this game gets very intense! I have
WAY more time in-game than Steam shows as it is playable while offline...not many games offer offline play these days. I
bought it back in the day on sale for $2.49 but would gladly pay the $9.99 standard price since the game is so much fun!. I'm a
relaxing player, this game make me feel assignment really isn't that hard actually..
============================================================
According to the latest two Emily's, it's very obvious that the developers try to make players spend more time on it and attract
new fans by encourage players sharing pics on INS and FB.

-May be difficulty adjust is more useful than expected.
What missing here is "Why you want this series? " I believe people do have different reasons to start a game.Some for good
stories, some for challanges. When the two things mixed up, it seems they all feel a bit down. (at least according most Chinese
comments I saw,players seek challenges was disappointed, but story lovers find it's bit struggle to proceed.)

-There could be other ways to hold audience's attention
Despite the collections getting bigger, I found I spend less time on emily than before. Can't deny collection part is a very good
way to extend the game time,but decorate yards seems bit far away from the theme to me.(May be I'm wrong here,especially
when I haven't finish the game yet.)

Overall, I like the game. plots and musics are awesome.
Hope Emily's story can be countinued forever.

Boobs Saga News:
https://steamcommunity.com/games/726360/announcements/detail/1694929955901656144. Update Party 23-31 December:
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Come join us when we open a new chapter of Supraball on the 23. of December with the new Party Matchmaking feature and a
-80% sale.. Steam Lunar Sale Arrives with Marvelous Titles Discounted by up to 70%:
Celebrate the year of the pig with up to 70% off on Marvelous titles (including DLC) in the Steam Lunar Sale 2019.

As part of the Steam Lunar Sale you'll find reductions on fan-favourite titles such as SENRAN KAGURA ESTIVAL VERSUS
and SENRAN KAGURA Peach Beach Splash. You will also find reductions on DLC for both of these games as well as
Fate/EXTELLA: The Umbral Star.

The list of games on offer is as follows:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/696180/Bullet_Witch/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/511680/FateEXTELLA/?curator_clanid=6866867

https://store.steampowered.com/app/482450/Nitroplus_Blasterz_Heroines_Infinite_Duel/?curator_clanid=6866867

https://store.steampowered.com/app/514310/SENRAN_KAGURA_Bon_Apptit__Full_Course/?curator_clanid=6866867

https://store.steampowered.com/app/502800/SENRAN_KAGURA_ESTIVAL_VERSUS/?curator_clanid=6866867

https://store.steampowered.com/app/696170/SENRAN_KAGURA_Peach_Beach_Splash/?curator_clanid=6866867

https://store.steampowered.com/app/411830/SENRAN_KAGURA_SHINOVI_VERSUS/?curator_clanid=6866867

These promotional prices will end on the 11th February 2019.. Apocalypse 0.1.1.3.f:
The 0.1.1.3.f apocalypse update has been released! Which fixes the issues everyone has found in the release version, and also
adds features that people thought were missing. If you've previously played the title and sent anything to us, then we recommend
you download this update and check out the changes.

Here's the current platforms the update is available on, and the platforms that aren't ready yet:

Windows 64 Bit (Available)
Windows 32 Bit (Available)
OSVR (Soon)

Here's the update notes:

Added a Soundtrack (By Request, With Much More Tracks On The Way)
Added a Torch Pickup, In All Modes (Added By Request)
Added an Options Menu (Added By Request)

Fixed the main menu size (Release Bug)
Fixed an issue with dead zombies head animations still playing (Request)
Fixed zombies still causing damage after their death (Release Bug)
Fixed the campaign not re-starting after your death (Release Bug)
Fixed a possible forced crash when on windows in-game
Fixed a possible crash when quitting (Request)
Fixed the survival lighting not being present (Release Bug)
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Fixed the survival image effects not being present (Release Bug)
Fixed the game crashing after using alt-tab (Release Bug)
Fixed the game crashing after resizing the window (Release Bug)
Fixed the intro being too short, crashing the steam overlay (Release Bug)
Fixed zombies having incorrect animations (Release Bug)
Fixed the overlapping main menu intros (Release Bug)

Improved the position of the main menu (Release Bug)
Improved the overall sound amount (Release Bug)
Improved the text in the main menu (Release Bug)
Improved the game's overall stability (Request)
Improved the truck starting location in sandbox
Improved the lighting and contrast (Request)

Removal of the button audio (Release Bug)
Removal of un-needed background audio (Release Bug)

Many Thanks,
Harley Game Studios. Porradaria 3 in 1 - Complete NOW Your Collection!!!:

Hello everyone!

I'm glad to announce that Porradaria 3 in 1 Steam Bundle is finally live.

This bundle is in the complete collection model. And it contains:

Porradaria Upgrade

Porradaria 2: Pagode of the Night

Porradaria 2 Vladmirson DLC

It means that you can purchase all these games in a row with 66% OFF, and if you already own any of these games, you also
earn 66% OFF to complete the collection!!!

Ins't it great?

You don't need to expect for any sales anymore to complete your collection.

Complete your Porradaria collection now!!!
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Thanks for your ever support, my work is for you!

Kind regards,
The Developer
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